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It is shown both analytically and numerically for a number of examples that both radial and
rotational nonadiabatic couplings within the standard adiabatic approach depend on the origin of the
light-particle coordinates and the ambiguity in the nonadiabatic couplings does not lead to
ambiguity in the coupled channel equations. The examples considered are the nH, nD, np#!
quasimolecules, for which the nonadiabatic couplings can be calculated analytically, and the HeH
molecule, for which ab initio calculations are carried out. Analytical formulas for couplings
calculated with the shifted origin are derived. The coupled equations take their simplest form in
Jacobi coordinates for which many nonadiabatic couplings are nonzero, even for such
noninteracting systems as nH, nD, and np#!. These couplings are a fundamental feature of the
adiabatic approach. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. $DOI: 10.1063/1.1457443%
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard adiabatic approach is the most widely used
in the theoretical treatment of elementary atomic and mo-
lecular processes. It, and many others, is based on a funda-
mental simplification, the Born–Oppenheimer separation of
slow !heavy" and fast !light" subsystems.1 Both elastic and
inelastic processes can be treated. The total wave function of
the system is expanded in a basis set of electronic wave
functions obtained in the fixed-nuclei approximation, and the
theoretical study is usually made up of two steps !see, for
example, Refs. 2–5": !i" Calculations of fixed-nuclei poten-
tial energies and nonadiabatic couplings, and !ii" an appro-
priate treatment of the nuclear motion based on the data cal-
culated in the first step. The approach is applicable to atomic
and molecular collision processes including chemical reac-
tions. It has been proven, both analytically and numerically,
that the adiabatic potential energies are independent of the
choice of origin of the coordinate system of the electrons. It
is of course possible to move the origin of the entire coordi-
nate system to any point in space without changing the value
of a given nonadiabatic coupling matrix element, as con-
firmed by explicit quantum chemical calculations.6 However
it has been pointed out3,7–13 that in contrast to potentials,
nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements have different values
for different electron coordinate origins. The ambiguity in
the couplings seems to lead to a corresponding ambiguity in
the nuclear motion, and this is often regarded as a conceptual
shortcoming.4
As nonadiabatic couplings are the essence of the treat-
ment of elementary processes, it is important to clarify how
nonadiabatic matrix elements depend on the origin of the
coordinate systems, and then to determine which coordinates
are important for calculation of the couplings. This is the
goal of the present paper.
II. COUPLED EQUATIONS AND NONADIABATIC
COUPLINGS IN JACOBI COORDINATES
For the sake of simplicity we consider the case of two
heavy particles A and B !nuclei" with masses MA and MB
and one light particle e !typically an electron" with mass me .
The many-particle kinetic-energy operator has its simplest
form in Jacobi coordinates. For three particles there exist
three sets of Jacobi coordinates, but in a fixed-nuclei treat-
ment there remains only the set of Jacobi coordinates de-
picted in Fig. 1!a", for which the vector R connects the heavy
particles, and the vector r of the light particle is measured
from the center of nuclear mass !CNM". After separation of
the kinetic-energy operator of the center of mass of the total
system, the Hamiltonian for the entire system is
H"!
&2
2M
'2
'R2
!
&2
2m
'2
'r2
#H int!r,R", !1"
where M"MAMB /(MA#MB) and m"me(MA#MB)/(me
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#MA#MB) are the reduced masses, and the operator
H int(r,R) contains all the interactions. In the fixed-nuclei
limit we obtain the electronic Hamiltonian
He"!
&2
2m
'2
'r2
#H int , !2"
whose eigenfunctions are the adiabatic electronic basic func-
tions ( j(r,R) and whose eigenvalues are the adiabatic po-
tential energies V j(R),
He ( j!r,R""V j!R" ( j!r,R". !3"
A unitary transformation to diabatic states !( jd(r,R)) may be
performed, if desired. The wave function for the total system
can be written as a sum of terms *MJ
J (r,R), each of which is
characterized by good quantum numbers like the total angu-
lar momentum quantum numbers J and MJ (MJ+0). The
total scattering wave function is expanded as
*MJ
J !r,R"",
j
G j!R" ( j!r,R", !4"
where the functions Gj(R) describe the nuclear motion. Sub-
stituting the expansion !4" into the stationary Schro¨dinger
equation (H!E)*"0, E being the total energy, we get a set
of coupled channel equations for the functions Gj in the
adiabatic representation,
"! &22M d2dR2#V j!R"!E#Gj
"
&2
M ,k- j .( j!
'
'R !(k)
dGk
dR
#
&2
2M ,k .( j!
'2
'R2
!(k) Gk . !5"
The right-hand side of Eq. !5" is responsible for nonadiabatic
transitions between molecular states. In a diabatic represen-
tation extra terms ,k- j.( jd!He!(kd) Gk may appear on the
right-hand side, but the couplings .( jd! '/'R !(kd) and
.( j
d! '2/'R2 !(kd) will disappear, if a proper transformation is
used. The nonadiabatic couplings !mainly the first deriva-
tives, but the second derivatives are needed to conserve the
current" based on the adiabatic electronic wave functions are
important for nonadiabatic transitions in an adiabatic repre-
sentation or for a proper unitary transformation to a suitable
diabatic representation.
For practical applications it is convenient to select wave
functions, F j/(R), where /+0 is the absolute value of the
projection quantum number for the electronic orbital angular
momentum, for the description of the radial motion of the
nuclei.13 Then,
*MJ
J !r,R"",
j/
F j/!R "
R I j/!r,R", !6"
where the functions I j/ represent the electronic motion and
the angular part of the heavy particle motion. The radial
wave functions are found to obey the following system of
coupled equations in the adiabatic representation13
"! &22M d2dR2#V j/!R "# &22MR2 $J!J#1 "!/2%!E#F j/
"
&2
M ,k- j .0 j/!
'
'R !0k/)
dFk/
dR #
&2
2M ,k .0 j/!
'2
'R2
!0k/)Fk/
!
&
MR2 ,k
!!J#/#1 "!J!/".0 j/!!iLy!0k/#1)Fk/#1
!
&
MR2 ,k
!!J!/#1 "!J#/".0 j/!iLy!0k/!1)Fk/!1!
1
2M ,k .0 j/!Lx
2#Ly2!0k/)Fk/ , !7"
FIG. 1. !a" The Jacobi coordinates for the three particle system: A and B are
the heavy particles, e denotes the light particle, r is measured from the
center of mass of A and B. !b" An alternative coordinate system where r! is
measured from a point O shifted from the center of nuclear mass.
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where x, y, and z are the body-fixed components of r, the z
and R directions coincide, and where Lx and Ly are the x and
y components of the electronic angular momentum operator.
In the asymptotic R→1 region, the adiabatic electronic
basis functions become atomic eigenfunctions, and it may be
shown12,13 that
.0 j/!
'
'R !0k/)"!2k/
m
&2
!Vk/!V j/".0 j/!zat!0k/)1
!8"
and
.0 j/!iLy!0k/$1)
"2k/$1
m
&
R !Vk/$1!V j/".0 j/!xat!0k/$1)1
#.0 j/!iLyat!0k/$1)1 , !9"
where the scalar factor 2k/ is given by
2k/"$
2A"!
MB
MA#MB
for an electron traveling with A ,
2B"#
MA
MA#MB
for an electron traveling with B .
!10"
The terms on the right-hand sides in Eqs. !8" and !9" refer to
atoms, e.g., zat is the projection of the electron radius-vector
measured from a specific nucleus onto the molecular axis. It
is seen from Eqs. !7" and !9" that although the asymptotic
rotational couplings increase linearly with R, they do not
cause a problem at infinity because they are divided by R2 in
the coupled equations. In contrast, the radial couplings do
not vanish, if the states are non-degenerate and are connected
by a dipole transition.3,5,12,13
Thus, the coupled channel equations take their the sim-
plest form !7" with the Jacobi coordinates r and R, and the
transitions between molecular states are driven by the radial
and the rotational nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements,
which should be calculated in the fixed-nuclei coordinate
system with an origin at the center of nuclear mass for the
electron coordinates.
III. COUPLED EQUATIONS AND NONADIABATIC
COUPLINGS IN ALTERNATIVE COORDINATES
It may be convenient to locate the origin of the electron
coordinate system at the position of one of the nuclei, a
choice that avoids nonzero nonadiabatic couplings in the
asymptotic region. The corresponding primed coordinates r!
and R! are shown in Fig. 1!b". The vector R is unchanged.
The vector r! is measured from a point O on the internuclear
axis defined by the parameter 2 according to
RO"RCNM#2R. !11"
The parameter 2 is closely related to the parameter 3 intro-
duced in Ref. 7: 2"MA /(MA#MB)!3 , but 2 gives the
position of O with respect to the center of nuclear mass
RCNM , and the parameter 3 does so with respect to one of
the nuclei. If the origin of r! is located at nucleus A or B,
then 2"2A or 2"2B of Eq. !10", respectively.
It is easy to show7,8,12 that
.( j!r!,R"!
'
'R !(k!r!,R")".( j!r,R"!
'
'R !(k!r,R")
#2.( j!r!,R"!
'
'r!
!(k!r!,R").
!12"
Using the commutation relation (m/&2)$r!,He%"'/'r!, we
can write the nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements, evalu-
ated in the system with electron coordinates referred to an
origin at O, in terms of the adiabatic potentials, the dipole
moment matrix elements, and the nonadiabatic couplings,
calculated in the system of electron coordinates with origin
at the center of nuclear mass,8,12 in the form
.( j!r!,R"!
'
'R !(k!r!,R")".( j!r,R"!
'
'R !(k!r,R")
!2$V j!R "!Vk!R "%.( j!r!,R"!r!!(k!r!,R"). !13"
The nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements are different for
nondegenerate states in the Jacobi and in the primed coordi-
nates if the dipole moment matrix element is nonzero. The
matrix elements of '/'R will change their values when an-
other choice is made for the origin of the electron coordi-
nates. The differentiations in Eq. !1" as well as in the matrix
elements are partial derivatives, and they are altered when
another set of coordinates is used.
That nonadiabatic couplings have different values for
different origins of the electron coordinates has been used to
claim that the coupled equations are ambiguous.4 However, it
is not sufficient simply to substitute the nonadiabatic matrix
elements of '/'R, and corresponding matrix elements of the
second derivative, calculated in the new coordinates, in the
coupled equations !5", because the Hamiltonian of the total
system is different in different coordinates. In the primed
coordinates the Hamiltonian has the form
H"!
&2
2M
'2
'R2
!% &22m#22 &22M & '2'r!2
#2
&2
M
'2
'R 'r!
#H int . !14"
Substitution of the expansion of the total wave function in
the form of Eq. !4" in the primed coordinates leads to the
following coupled channel equations for the functions
Gj(R):
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"! &22M d2dR2#V j!R"!E#Gj" &2M ,k- j " .( j!r!,R"! ''R !(k!r!,R")!2 .( j!r!,R"! ''r! !(k!r!,R")# dGkdR
#
&2
2M ,k " .(!r!,R" j ! '2'R2 !(k!r!,R")!22.( j!r!,R"! '2'R'r! !(k!r!,R")#22.( j!r!,R"! '2'r!2 !(k!r!,R")# Gk . !15"
Equations !15" differ from the coupled channel Eqs. !5" in
two ways: !i" the coupling matrix elements are calculated
with the primed electron coordinates, and !ii" there appear a
number of new terms. However, a detailed comparison
shows that the corrections cancel each other completely.
Thus, substitution of the matrix elements of '/'R calculated
in the primed coordinate, Eq. !12", into the coupled equa-
tions !15" transfers the first sum of the right-hand side of Eq.
!15" into the first sum of the right hand side of Eq. !5". The
same sort of compensation occurs for the matrix elements of
double differentiation in the coupled equations. The coupled
equations obtained with the Jacobi and with the primed co-
ordinates are identical, a conclusion in agreement with the
results of Refs. 12, 14, and 15.
It follows that placing the origin of the electron coordi-
nates at a nucleus does not avoid the problems with nonzero
asymptotic couplings, even if both the initial and final state
electronic wave functions are asymptotically centered on the
same nucleus, as in direct excitation processes. It is seen
from Eq. !15" that even if all the nonadiabatic matrix ele-
ments of '/'R and '2/'R2 calculated in the primed coordi-
nate with the origin at one of the nuclei are zero at R→1 ,
nevertheless, in the coupled equations there remain nonzero
terms related to dipole moments, which cause nonadiabatic
transitions between molecular states. This is a fundamental
feature of the adiabatic approach for all scattering processes
including chemical reactions. We set aside the problem of
representing correctly the asymptotic states on an adiabatic
basis set. A commonly used remedy involves a modification
of the Born–Oppenheimer basis either by the introduction of
electron translation factors in a semiclassical description of
the dynamics, or of appropriate reaction coordinates, or of an
additional unitary transformation both in a quantum descrip-
tion. A detailed discussion of this and other related points is
outside the scope of present paper !see, e.g., Refs. 3, 5, 12,
13, and 16–20, and references therein".
The nonadiabatic matrix elements, which appear in the
coupled equations !7", vary with the change of the origin of
the electron coordinates as follows:
.0 j/!
'
'R !0k/)O".0 j/!
'
'R !0k/)CNM
!2
m
&2
$V j/!R "!Vk/!R "%.0 j/!z!!0k/), !16"
.0 j/!iLy!0k/$1)O".0 j/!iLy!0k/$1)CNM
#2
m
&
R $V j/$1!R "!Vk/!R "%.0 j/!x!!0k/$1) , !17"
where the subscripts O and CNM indicate the origin of the
electron coordinates. The dipole moment matrix elements
.0 j/!z!!0k/) and .0 j/!x!!0k/) are functions of R.
The discussion above and those in Refs. 3, 7–13 concern
the dependence of the nonadiabatic couplings on the origin
of the electron coordinates. The fixed-nuclei electronic
Hamiltonian and its eigenfunctions have the vector r as a
variable and depend on R as a parameter !or on a set of
nuclear coordinates in a multidimensional case as for a poly-
atomic molecule", with no additional dependence on the cen-
ter of nuclear mass. As a result, the adiabatic electronic wave
functions in the fixed-nuclei representation and the nonadia-
batic couplings are invariant with respect to the coordinate of
the center of nuclear mass. The numerical results of Ref. 6
confirm that radial nonadiabatic couplings are independent of
the position of the center of nuclear mass, as they must be.
Thus, nonadiabatic matrix elements on their own are not
observable physical quantities and should be considered in
conjunction with the dynamics of the whole system. The
dependence of the nonadiabatic couplings on the origin of
electron coordinates does not lead to an ambiguity in the
coupled channel equations. If a system of electron coordi-
nates with the origin shifted from the center of nuclear mass
is used, the coupled equations become more complicated
than those obtained with Jacobi coordinates, for which the
equations have the simplest form, but the complete solutions
of these sets of coupled equations must coincide.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
A. nH and nD quasimolecules
We consider the npe!-system (A"p, B"n, e"e!) as a
model for which all calculations can be performed analyti-
cally.
The electronic adiabatic molecular basis wave functions
are the hydrogen atomic wave functions 0 j(r,R)"0nlm˜(rp!)
"Rnl(rp!) Y lm˜(rp!/rp!), and independent on R, if the electron
is measured from the proton, but dependent on R, if the
electron is measured from the center of nuclear mass or from
other points. The radial nonadiabatic couplings are equal to
zero if the electron coordinates have the origin at the proton,
but are nonzero between nondegenerate states with nonzero
dipole moment if the electron is measured from another ori-
gin. They are given by
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.0n!lm˜!
'
'R !0nl$1 m˜)O
nH
"!2!2A"
m2 e4
2&4 % 1n!2! 1n2& .0n!lm˜!z!!0nl$1 m˜), !18"
where 2A"!Mn /(Mp#Mn) is close to !0.5 for the
present case. The dipole moment matrix element
.0n!lm˜!z!!0nl$1 m˜) can be evaluated analytically, and for theLyman series we obtain
.1s4!
'
'R !np4)O
nH
"!2!2A" 23!n7!n!1 "2n!53!n#1 "2n#5 % 1! 1n2& me
2
&2
. !19"
The radial coupling between the ground 1s4 state and the
excited 2p4 state, calculated with respect to the center of
nuclear mass (2"0), is .1s4! '/'R !2p4)CNMnH "0.140 a.u.,
but the same matrix element equals .1s4! '/'R !2p4)pnH
"0 with respect to the proton (2"2A), and
.1s4! '/'R !2p4)nnH"0.280 a.u. with respect to the neutron
$2"Mp /(Mp#Mn)%. If the origin of the electron coordi-
nates varies along the internuclear axis, the radial nonadia-
batic coupling .1s4! '/'R !2p4)OnH is a linear function of 2
or 3 , as shown in Fig. 2. The result of the test calculations of
Ref. 6 for the radial nonadiabatic coupling for HCl also
yields a linear dependence of the couplings on the parameter
2 , although it was interpreted differently. !The opposite sign
of 2 in Ref. 6 does not change the conclusion."
The nonadiabatic rotational coupling matrix elements
can be also evaluated analytically for the npe! system, but in
contrast to the radial couplings, they are R-dependent, as
seen from Eq. !17". For the Lyman series they are given by
.1s4!iLy!np5)OnH
"R !2!2A" 23!n7!n!1 "2n!53!n#1 "2n#5 % 1! 1n2& me
2
&
. !20"
Putting the origin of the electron coordinates at the positions
of the proton, the center of nuclear mass, and the neutron,
respectively, we obtain for the rotational nonadiabatic cou-
plings between the 1s4 and 2p5 states equal 0, 0.140R a.u.,
and 0.280R a.u., as shown in Fig. 3 !the dotted, the solid, and
the dotted–dashed lines, respectively". The rotational cou-
pling calculated with respect to the center of nuclear mass
increases to infinity with R in the asymptotic region.
The values of nonadiabatic couplings are different for
isotopic species, because the position of the center of nuclear
mass on the molecular axis changes, but the general conclu-
sion holds: nonadiabatic couplings depend on the origin
of the electron coordinates. The formulas above are valid
for nde!, with the proton mass replaced by the deuteron
mass. Thus, .1s4! '/'R !2p4)CNMnD "0.093 a.u. and
.1s4!iLy!2p5)CNMnD "0.093R a.u., when the electron is mea-
sured from the center of nuclear mass !the dashed lines in
Figs. 2 and 3".
B. An np!À quasimolecule
The situation changes dramatically, when the electron is
replaced by a muon. The formulas remain the same, but the
mass of the light particle is much larger: m#"206.768me .
As a result, nonadiabatic couplings are nearly 200 times
larger. For example, the radial and the rotational couplings
calculated with respect to the center of nuclear mass are
.1s4! '/'R !2p4)CNMnp# "27.36 a.u. and .1s4!iLy!2p5)CNMnp#
"27.36R a.u., respectively.
FIG. 2. The radial nonadiabatic couplings .1s4!'/'R!2p4) for the nH !the
solid line" and the nD !the dashed line" systems as functions of the param-
eter 2 which specifies the position of the origin of the electron coordinates.
The circles and the square are the particular values of the couplings calcu-
lated with respect to the origin at the center of nuclear mass or at one of the
nuclei.
FIG. 3. The rotational coupling matrix elements .1s4!iLy!2p5) for the nH
and the nD systems as functions of the internuclear distance R calculated
with different origins of the electron coordinates.
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C. An HeH quasimolecule
A many-electron system with one active electron and a
number of inactive electrons may be treated by means of the
approach described above. We consider the HeH molecule.
The adiabatic potentials, the radial and the rotational nona-
diabatic couplings are calculated ab initio by the quantum
chemical programs that includes configuration
interactions.21–23 Data computed with the origin of the elec-
tron coordinates at the center of nuclear mass !thick lines"
and at the position of proton !thin lines" are shown in Fig. 4.
The adiabatic potentials calculated with different origins co-
incide. The radial nonadiabatic couplings $Fig. 4!b"% vary
with the change of the origin of the electron coordinates in
accordance with Eq. !16". Two couplings, .X 24!'/'R!A 24)
and .X 24!'/'R!C 24), are nonzero in the asymptotic re-
gion, because of the degeneracy of the !A 24) and !C 24)
molecular states at infinity,24 although only one coupling
.1s 24!'/'R!2l 24) between the atomic states is nonzero.
The rotational couplings also differ with different origins of
the electron coordinates according to Eq. !17". The most re-
markable difference is between the !X 24) and !B 25) states,
the matrix element for which is plotted in Fig. 4!c". The
rotational coupling increases linearly with R if the electrons
are referred to the center of nuclear mass !compare with Fig.
3". More examples of varying the nonadiabatic coupling ma-
trix elements can be found in Refs. 7–11.
V. CONCLUSION
It is shown that within the standard adiabatic approach
both radial and rotational nonadiabatic coupling matrix ele-
ments depend on and only on the origin of the light-particle
coordinates, and this dependence does not lead to ambiguity
in the coupled channel equations, which are invariant with
respect to the choice of the origin. The adiabatic basis wave
functions and nonadiabatic couplings are invariant with re-
spect to the coordinate of the center of nuclear mass. Ana-
lytical and numerical calculations for the cases nH, nD,
np#!, and HeH confirm the theoretical conclusion and are in
agreement with the analytical formulas for radial and rota-
tional couplings. In particular, it is shown that certain of the
nonadiabatic coupling terms for the noninteracting systems
nH, nD, and np#! are nonzero, if calculated in the Jacobi
coordinates for which the coupled channel equations take
their simplest form. This is a fundamental feature of the stan-
dard adiabatic approach and it cannot be removed by shifting
the origin of the coordinate systems.
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